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Abstract. The major purpose of this study is to research the local rub fault transfer mechanism in 
rotor system, that is, the influence of local faults on the whole rotor system. The proposed rotor 
model is based on Euler-Bernoulli beam finite elements. The dynamic model takes into account 
the gyroscopic moment of rotor as well as the elastic support. The local rub fault is equivalent to 
external excitation in the equations of motion. The local rub fault transfer mechanism derives from 
the harmonic balance theory by the relationship between the harmonic components of vibration 
response and the frequency domain response matrices. The response of any other nodes in the 
rotor system is obtained by the transfer mechanism. Effectiveness and robustness of the transfer 
mechanism are verified by numerical simulation and experiments. The transfer mechanism has a 
good applicability for the main vibration faults in rotor system such as rub, misalignment and 
crack. 
Keywords: rotor system, rub fault, local fault transfer mechanism, steady state response. 
Nomenclature 
ۻ Mass matrix  ۾ Position vector 
۱ Damping matrix  ۳ Frequency domain response function 
۵ Gyroscopic moment matrix  ݔ, ݕ Displacement 
۹ Stiffness matrix  ߠݔ, ߠݕ Angular displacement 
ܠ Response vector  ܣ݈, ܤ݈ Harmonic coefficient 
۴ Exciting force vector  ߱ Angular velocity 
1. Introduction 
Rotating machines such as compressor are likely to develop one or more faults. The faults 
often occur in local, for example, rub often occurs between impeller and shell, and fatigue crack 
appears in a shaft section. The faults affect the whole rotor system although they only occur  
locally. The whole system has nonlinear response.  
The eccentricity of the center of mass along the rotor axis is unavoidable. Excessive unbalance 
vibration is one of the reasons for the local rub fault. The fault can increase the vibration of the 
rotor system and create an unstable dynamic behavior. 
In order to avoid instability, the influence of the local faults on the whole rotor system must 
be performed carefully. Therefore, the nonlinear dynamic behavior in the local fault rotor system 
is researched in this study. The research on the nonlinear response can be divided into four stages: 
numerical and L-P perturbation method, traditional analytic method (such as KBM, averaging and 
multi scales method), generalized perturbation method (such as circular and elliptic function, 
generalized harmonic function method), and comprehensive method (such as incremental 
harmonic balance method). From weak nonlinear system to strong nonlinear system, applicability 
of the methods is more and more comprehensive. L-P perturbation method and traditional analytic 
method are suitable for weak nonlinear system, and generalized perturbation method, incremental 
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harmonic balance method and numerical method are not only suitable for weakly nonlinear but 
also for strong nonlinear system. The methods are widely used at present [1-5]. 
The above research methods can be divided into theoretical analysis and measurement method. 
The theoretical analysis method includes the analytical method, the numerical method, and the 
semi-analytical semi-numerical method: incremental harmonic balance method (IHB) [6, 7]. Qian 
Zhao et al. [8] proposed the method that combines the IHB method with the finite element method 
to predict the dynamic stress and deformation of rubbing blades. Yao Hongliang et al. [9] proposed 
the dimension-reductive incremental harmonic balance method to increase the computational 
efficiency. IHB method is suitable for both weak nonlinear and strong nonlinear system. It is not 
limited by small parameters. 
Based on the L-P method, the improved L-P method, the elliptic function L-P method, the 
generalized L-P method, and so on, are used to solve nonlinear equation in the analytical method. 
Paolo Amore and Alfredo Aranda [10] applied the Linear Delta Expansion to the L-P method to 
find improved approximate solutions to nonlinear problems. R. R. Pusenjak [11] presented the 
extended L-P method with multiple time variables to solve the unsteady vibration of the cubic 
nonlinear term in the dynamical system. L-P, KBM and averaging is suitable for weak nonlinear 
system. Generalized perturbation method is suitable for strong nonlinear system. 
Analytical solution is obtained by the analytical method. It is easy to facilitate the analysis of 
dynamic characteristics and parameter control. But most nonlinear equation of multiple degrees 
of freedom cannot obtain analytical expression. The numerical method overcomes this problem 
and becomes an important method to solve nonlinear equation, e.g. Runge-Kutta method [12], 
Newmark method [13], etc. Tejas H. Patel and Ashish K. Darpe[14] used the four order 
Runge-Kutta method to examine vibration response of the cracked rotor in presence of common 
rotor faults. Junyi Cao et al. [15] used four order Runge-Kutta method and ten order CFE-Euler 
method to simulate and calculate the dynamic equation of the rubbing rotor system with fractional 
order rubbing, and obtained a large number of non-linear characteristics. A Sung Lee et al. [16] 
proposed the state-space Newmark method to analyze the transient vibration response of the 
rotor-bearing system. Mzaki Dakel et al. [17] presented the implicit Newmark time-step 
integration scheme to analyze the transient response of the rotor-bearing system. Yao Hongliang 
et al. [18] analyzed the dynamic characteristics of rub rotor and proposed model-based rub fault 
diagnosis method using Newton-Raphson method. Compared to Runge-Kutta method, Newmark 
method is more suitable for equation of more degrees of freedom. However, the calculation speed 
of the numerical method is decreased due to more degree of freedom. 
Value of the generalized coordinate is obtained by the numerical solution at any time of the 
system. The value often can be used as a standard to test the results of the analytical method. 
However, the numerical solution has the problem of convergence and accuracy, and can only 
provide discrete solutions, cannot give a specific expression. 
The measurement method is to measure directly nonlinear response of the fault rotor system. 
It is usually used to verify the theoretical method or directly analyze nonlinear characteristics of 
the system. Fulei Chu and Wenxiu Lu [19] installed an experimental setup to simulate the  
rotor-to-stator rub of the rotor system. Tejas H. Patel and Ashish K. Darpe [20] used the 
measurement method to study the dynamics of misaligned rotors and reducing the ambiguity so 
as to improve the reliability of the misalignment fault diagnosis. 
The measurement method can directly and quickly measure nonlinear response of the fault 
rotor system without solving differential equation. But in engineering practice, rotating machinery 
cannot place sensor to measure response at some positions. So, the measurement method cannot 
meet the needs. 
In order to solve the problem of nonlinear response in the fault rotor system, the local rub fault 
transfer mechanism of the rotor system is presented. Influence of the local rub on the other 
positions is obtained. The finite element model of the local rub rotor system is established and the 
steady-state nonlinear response is obtained by numerical method. Based on the harmonic balance 
theory, the fault transfer mechanism is deduced by the relationship between the harmonic 
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components of vibration response and the frequency response matrices in the fault rotor system. 
The response of any other node is obtained by the fault transfer mechanism. The correctness of 
the transfer mechanism is verified by numerical simulation and experiment. 
2. Finite element model of rotor system 
Applying the Lagrange’s equation, equation of motion of the fault rotor system of n nodes may 
be expressed by the following: 
ۻܠሷ + ۱ܠሶ + ۹ܠ = ۴௨௡௕ + ۴௥௨௕, (1)
where ܠ = ൣݔଵ, ߠ௬ଵ, ݔଶ, ߠ௬ଶ, ⋯ ݔ௡, ߠ௬௡, ݕଵ, −ߠ௫ଵ, ݕଶ, −ߠ௫ଶ, ⋯ , ݕ௡, −ߠ௫௡൧்.  ݔ , ݕ , ߠ௫  and ߠ௬ 
represent translational and rotational displacements in the x and y directions in radial direction 
respectively. Any displacement in axial direction is neglected. ۻ , ۱  and ۹  represent mass, 
damping and stiffness matrix of the rotor system respectively. ۴௨௡௕ and ۴௥௨௕ represent unbalance 
and rub forces respectively. The system matrices and external force vectors are given in the 
Appendix A. 
3. Local rub fault transfer mechanism 
The unbalance force and rub fault force are periodic in the rotating machinery. They can be 
expanded into the form of harmonic components by the following: 
ቊ۴௨௡௕ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺܣ଴ + ܣଵ݁
௝ఠ௧ + ܣଶ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ܣଷ݁ଷ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ ሻ,
۴௥௨௕ = ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺܤ଴ + ܤଵ݁௝ఠ௧ + ܤଶ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ܤଷ݁ଷ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ ሻ,
 (2)
where: 
۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵ = ൥0, ⋯ ,0,1ᇩᇭᇪᇭᇫ
ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵ
, 0, ⋯ 0ᇣᇧᇧᇧᇧᇤᇧᇧᇧᇧᇥ
ଶ௡
൩
்
,     ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵ = ൥0, ⋯ ,0,1ᇩᇭᇪᇭᇫ
ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵ
, 0, ⋯ ,0ᇣᇧᇧᇧᇧᇤᇧᇧᇧᇧᇥ
ଶ௡
൩
்
, 
are position vectors of the external force. ܮ௨௡௕  and ܮ௥௨௕  are the node positions of the force.  
݆ = √−1. ߱ is the rotating speed. ܣଵ and ܤଶ are harmonic coefficient of the external force. 
The response of the system is also expanded into the form of harmonic components by the 
following: 
ܠ = ܠ଴ + ܠଵ݁௝ఠ௧ + ܠଶ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ܠଷ݁ଷ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯. (3)
Substituting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), according to the harmonic balance theory, the 
harmonic coefficients are: 
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ۹ܠ଴ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣ଴ + ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵܤ଴,ሺ−߱ଶۻ + ݆߱ܥ + ۹ሻܠଵ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣଵ + ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵܤଵ,
ሺ−2ଶ߱ଶۻ + 2݆߱۱ + ۹ሻݔଶ = ଶܲ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣଶ + ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵܤଶ,⋯
ሺ−݈ଶ߱ଶۻ + ݈݆߱۱ + ۹ሻܠ௟ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣ௟ + ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵܤ௟,
 (4)
where ݈ is the order of the harmonic component. The Eq. (4) is rewritten as: 
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ۖە
۔
ۖۓܠ଴ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ0ሻܣ଴ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺ0ሻܤ଴,ܠଵ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ݆߱ሻܣଵ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺ݆߱ሻܤଵ,
ܠଶ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ2݆߱ሻܣଶ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺ2݆߱ሻܤଶ,⋯
ܠ௟ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺ݆݈߱ሻܤ௟,
 (5)
where: 
ቐ
۳ሺ݆݈߱ሻ = ሾ−݈ଶ߱ଶۻ + ݈݆߱۱ + ۹ሿିଵ,
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ݆݈߱ሻ = ۳ሺ݆݈߱ሻ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵ,
۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺ݆݈߱ሻ = ۳ሺ݆݈߱ሻ۾ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵ.
 (6)
Assuming that ܠ௟ሺଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ , ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ , ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟  and ܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟  are the ݈ th 
order harmonic component of response on rub node, node ݇, ݇ଵ and ݇ଶ, respectively. The ratio of 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ to ܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ is: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟
= ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ
. (7)
Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (7), the Eq. (7) is rewritten as: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ
= ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܤ௟۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞మିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௞మିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܤ௟
. (8)
ܣ௟ and ܤ௟ can be expressed from Eq. (8): 
൤ܣ௟ܤ௟൨ = ቈ
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞మିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௞మିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ
቉
ିଵ
൤ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ൨. (9)
The ݈th order harmonic component of response on node ݇ is obtained by the following: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ =
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܤ௟
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟ + ۳ଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሺଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܤ௟
ܠ௟ሺଶ௅ೝೠ್ିଵሻ. (10)
The response on node ݇ can be expressed: 
ܠሺଶ௞ିଵሻ = ܠ଴ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ + ܠଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧ + ܠଶሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ + ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ + ⋯. (11)
The response of any other node may be obtained by the fault transfer mechanism when local 
rub fault occurs in the rotor system, that is, influence of the local rub on the other positions can be 
obtained. The local rub force may be obtained by Eq. (2). 
4. Results 
4.1. Numerical simulations 
The finite element model of the local rub fault rotor system is established as shown in Fig. 1. 
The model is composed of 2 rigid disks, 42 finite shaft elements and 2 bearings. Values of the 
system parameter used for the numerical simulations are as follow: elasticity modulus,  
ܧ = 210 GPa; shaft length, ܮ௦ = 15 mm; shaft diameter, ܦ௦ = 10 mm; disk length, ܮௗ = 25 mm; 
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disk diameter, ܦௗ =  75 mm; supporting stiffness, ݇ =  1×106 Nm-1; supporting damping,  
ܿ = 7×104 Nsm-1; eccentric mass, ݉௘ = 5×10-6 kg; unbalance eccentricity, ݁ = 2 mm; coefficient 
of friction, ߤ௥௨௕ = 0.15; rub stiffness, ݇௥௨௕ = 2×105 Nm-1. The Unbalance force is at node 30. The 
rub fault is at node 10. The measuring points are at nodes 6, 21 and 24, respectively. Analysis is 
carried out in MATLAB programming. 
 
Fig. 1. Finite element model of rub rotor system 
The Newmark method in conjunction with Newton-Raphson scheme (Newmark-Newton) is 
used to solve the nonlinear response of the system when ߱ = 500 rad/s. The Newmark-Newton 
method is given in the Appendix A. The response curves of the measuring nodes and the rub node 
in the x direction are shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the time domain response is periodic, and 
the center of the vibration deviates from the equilibrium position due to the presence of the local 
rub fault. The response of the whole system is affected by the local rub fault. 
The responses of the nodes 6, 21 and the rub node are used to solve the response of the other 
nodes in the rotor system by the fault transfer mechanism. The response curves of the node 24 
using Newmark method and the fault transfer mechanism are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen that 
the two curves are perfectly coincident. It is proved that the fault transfer mechanism can be used 
to solve the nonlinear response of the local rub fault rotor system. 
The curves of the rub force can be obtained shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the two curves 
are substantially coincident. 
 
a) Node 6 
 
b) Node 21 
 
c) Rub node 
Fig. 2. Response curve in time domain  
 
a) ݔ direction 
 
b) ݕ direction 
Fig. 3. Response curve in time domain at node 24 
 
a) ݔ direction 
 
b) ݕ direction 
Fig. 4. Calculation results to rub force 
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4.2. Experimental results 
Experiments are carried out by using the Bently rotor test rig and B&K3560B signal collector. 
Experimental equipment is shown in Fig. 5. The dynamic model of the Bently rotor test rig is the 
same as the numerical simulation model. The points of rub and eccentricity are at nodes 16 and 
34, respectively. The sensors are placed at nodes 9, 15, 21, and 31, respectively. Measurement 
data are collected at rotor operating speed of 3600 n/min. The sampling frequency is 3.2 kHz. 
  
Fig. 5. Experimental equipment 
Fig. 6 shows the response curves of node 21 when the rub fault occurs. The operating state and 
stability of the system are judged according to the time history curve [21]. The rotor system is in 
a stable state. The center of the vibration deviates from the equilibrium position due to the presence 
of the local rub fault. 1X frequency is still dominant, 2X-6X appear in the frequency domain 
response. 
 
a) Time domain 
 
b) Frequency domain 
Fig. 6. Response curves at node 21 
The first six-order harmonic components are used to solve the response of node 21 by the fault 
transfer mechanism. Fig. 7 is the analytical results. It can be seen that the harmonic components 
of each order are almost coincident except 1X and 6X. The response curves obtained by measured 
and calculated by the proposed method also substantially coincident. The proposed method and 
the numerical simulations are verified from experimental investigations. 
 
a) Harmonic components 
 
b) Response curves in time domain 
Fig. 7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical results 
5. Discussions 
(1) The idea of the manuscript comes from an engineering problem. The local rub fault 
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occurred in a compressor rotor system. The fault had been very serious when it was detected. The 
sensors of the monitoring system were placed on the bearing (This is a common method to place 
the sensors). The location of the fault was between impeller and shell, this location was far from 
the sensors, so the early rub fault was not detected by the monitoring system because of the 
distance between the location of the fault and sensors. The impeller could only be replaced when 
the fault was detected. 
In order to improve efficiency, the clearance between stator and rotor is getting smaller and 
smaller. Some faults, such as rub and steam whirl, can be caused by excessive unbalance vibration. 
Some important locations, such as impeller and bearing, should be monitored to avoid further 
development of the fault. 
The problem of the nonlinear response is a key scientific problem extracted from the 
engineering problem. To the author's knowledge, the local fault transfer mechanism is a novel 
method to obtain response of any other nodes. The unbalance response of the key locations is 
monitored when the system is operating normally, while the development of the fault can be 
monitored when the fault is occurred. The proposed method can solve the problem without 
changing the system structure. 
(2) The local fault transfer mechanism is very suitable for calculating the response of some 
locations which is difficult to place sensor in engineering practice. It can be seen that the 
expression of the fault force is not required from the derivation process. So, the proposed method 
is applicable to other periodic fault besides rub in the rotor system. 
Compared with the theoretical analysis, the expression of the fault force is not required and 
the response of some nodes is required, that is, it is possible to obtain the response when the 
expression of fault force acting on the system is unknown. Compared with the measurement 
method, sensor cannot be placed at some locations; the response of the locations cannot be 
measured and can be calculated by the proposed method. 
It can be seen that the response of rotor system must be in steady state and periodic from the 
derivation process; the proposed method is not suitable for transient and aperiodic response. In 
addition, fault location is determined. 
(3) The proposed method is discussed as following when the fault does not occur in the rotor 
system. 
The equation of the rotor system of ݊ nodes without fault may be expressed: 
ۻܠሷ + ۱ܠሶ + ۹ܠ = ۴௨௡௕. (12)
The unbalance force and the response of the system are expanded into the form of harmonic 
components: 
ቊ۴௨௡௕ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺܣ଴ + ܣଵ݁
௝ఠ௧ + ܣଶ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ܣଷ݁ଷ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ ሻ,
ܠ = ܠ଴ + ܠଵ݁௝ఠ௧ + ܠଶ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ܠଷ݁ଷ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ .
 (13)
Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), the harmonic coefficients are: 
ۖە
۔
ۖۓ۹ܠ଴ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣ଴,ሺ−߱ଶۻ + ݆߱۱ + ۹ሻܠଵ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣଵ,
ሺ−2ଶ߱ଶۻ + 2݆߱۱ + ۹ሻܠଶ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣଶ⋯
ሺ−݈ଶ߱ଶۻ + ݈݆߱۱ + ۹ሻܠ௟ = ۾ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵܣ௟.
, (14)
The Eq. (14) is rewritten as: 
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ۖە
۔
ۖۓܠ଴ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ0ሻܣ଴,ܠଵ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ݆߱ሻܣଵ,
ܠଶ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ2݆߱ሻܣଶ,⋯
ܠ௟ = ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟.
 (15)
Assuming that ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟  and ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟  are the ݈ th order harmonic component of 
response on node ݇ and ݇ଵ, respectively. The ratio of ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ to ܠ௟ሺଶ௞మିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ is: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟
= ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ
. (16)
Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (16), the Eq. (16) is rewritten as: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ
= ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻܣ௟
= ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ
. (17)
The ݈th order harmonic component of response on node ݇ is obtained by the following: 
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ =
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ
۳ଶ௅ೠ೙್ିଵሺଶ௞భିଵሻሺ݆݈߱ሻ
ܠ௟ሺଶ௞భିଵሻ. (18)
The response on node ݇ can be expressed: 
ܠሺଶ௞ିଵሻ = ܠ଴ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ + ܠଵሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧ + ܠଶሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁ଶ௝ఠ௧ + ⋯ + ܠ௟ሺଶ௞ିଵሻ݁௝ఠ௧௟ + ⋯. (19)
The response of any node ݇ may be obtained by Eq. (19), that is, influence of the vibration 
caused by unbalance on the other positions can be obtained when fault does not occur in the rotor 
system. Comparing with the proposed method in section 2, the method presented in this section 
may be called vibration transfer mechanism. 
Contribution of each individual co-author are listed as follow: Zhong Wang conducts the work 
for simulation calculation, data results analysis and paper writing; Qi Xu completes the 
experimental work and the proofreading of the paper; Ziliang Liu presides over languages 
embellish; Hongliang Yao and Bangchun Wen grasp the macroscopic direction of the paper and 
offer technical guidance for programming. 
6. Conclusions 
The local fault transfer mechanism in the rotor system is presented in this paper. The finite 
element model of the fault rotor system is established. An exciting force caused by unbalance and 
a local rub force are assembled to model the rotor local fault. The fault transfer mechanism is 
derived by the harmonic balance theory. The Newmark method is used to solve the fault rotor 
equations. The experimentations are carried out to measure the response of the local rub fault rotor 
system in the rotor test rig. The response of three nodes is used to solve the response of the other 
nodes by the fault transfer mechanism. The numerical simulations results show that the two curves 
solved by the Newmark method and the fault transfer mechanism are perfectly coincident. The 
proposed method and the numerical simulations are verified from experimental investigations. 
The vibration transfer mechanism in rotor system is discussed. 
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Appendix 
A1. System matrices 
(1) Rigid disk: 
൜ۻௗݔሷଵௗ + ߱۵ܠሶ ଶௗ = ۴ଵௗ,ۻௗݔሷଶௗ − ߱۵ܠሶ ଵௗ = ۴ଶௗ, 
where: 
ۻௗ = ൤݉ 00 ܬௗ൨ ,     ۵ = ൤
0 0
0 ܬ௣൨,     ܠଵௗ = ቂ
ݔ
ߠ௬ቃ,     ܠଶௗ = ቂ
ݕ
−ߠ௫ቃ. 
And ۴ଵௗ and ۴ଶௗ are generalized force vector. 
(2) Shaft element 
൜ۻ௦ݔሷଵ௦ + ߱۵௦ܠሶ ଶ௦ + ۹௦ܠଵ௦ = ۴ଵ௦,ۻ௦ݔሷଶ௦ − ߱۵௦ܠሶ ଵ௦ + ۹௦ܠଶ௦ = ۴ଶ௦, 
where: 
ۻ௦ = ۻ௦் + ۻ௦ோ,   ܠଵ௦ = ൦
ݔ஺
ߠ௬஺
ݔ஻
ߠ௬஻
൪,   ܠଶ௦ = ൦
ݕ஺
−ߠ௫஺
ݕ஻
−ߠ௫஻
൪, 
ۻ௦் =
ߤ݈
420 ൦
156 22݈ 54 −13݈
4݈ଶ 13݈ −3݈ଶ
156 −22݈
ݏݕ݉ 4݈ଶ
൪,     ۻ௦ோ =
ߤݎଶ
120݈ ൦
36 3݈ −36 3݈
4݈ଶ −3݈ −݈ଶ
36 −3݈
ݏݕ݉ 4݈ଶ
൪,  
۵௦ =
ߤݎଶ
60݈ ൦
36 3݈ −36 3݈
4݈ଶ −3݈ −݈ଶ
36 −3݈
ݏݕ݉ 4݈ଶ
൪,     ۹௦ =
ܧܫ
݈ଷ ൦
12 6݈ −12 6݈
4݈ଶ −6݈ 2݈ଶ
12 −6݈
ݏݕ݉ 4݈ଶ
൪. 
And ۴ଵ௦ and ۴ଶ௦ are generalized force vector, ߤ is element mass per unit length, ݎ is element 
radius, ݈ is element length. 
(3) Bearing 
۱௕ܠሶ ௕ + ۹௕ܠ௕ = ۴௕, 
where: 
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۱௕ = ቂ
ܿ௫௫ ܿ௫௬
ܿ௬௫ ܿ௬௬ቃ,   ۹௕ = ൤
݇௫௫ ݇௫௬
݇௬௫ ݇௬௬൨,   ܠ௕ = ቂ
ݔ
ݕቃ. 
And ۴௕ is generalized force vector. 
(4) Rotor system: 
൜ۻଵݔሷଵ + ۲ݔሶଵ + ߱۵ଵܠሶ ଶ + ۹ଵܠଵ = ۴ଵ,ۻଵݔሷଶ + ۲ݔሶଶ − ߱۵ଵܠሶ ଵ + ۹ଵܠଶ = ۴ଶ. (A1)
The Eq. (A1) is rewritten as: 
ۻܠሷ + ۱ܠሶ + ۹ܠ = ۴, 
where: 
ۻ = ൤ۻଵ 00 ۻଵ൨ ,   ۱ = ൤
۱ଵ ߱۵ଵ
−߱۵ଵ ۱ଵ ൨,   ۱ଵ = ߙۻଵ + ߚ۹ଵ,   ۹ = ൤
۹ଵ 0
0 ۹ଵ൨, 
ܠ = ቂܠଵܠଶቃ ,    ۴ = ൤
۴ଵ
۴ଶ൨,   ܠଵ = ሾݔଵ ߠ௬ଵ ݔଶ ߠ௬ଶ ⋯ ݔ௡ ߠ௬௡ሿ
், 
ܠଶ = ሾݕଵ −ߠ௫ଵ ݕଶ −ߠ௫ଶ ⋯ ݕ௡ −ߠ௫௡ሿ். 
And ۴ଵ  and ۴ଶ  are external forces. The mass matrix ۻଵ  includes matrix ۻௗ  and ۻ௦ ; the 
damping matrix ۱ includes matrix ۱ଵ (proportional damping), ߱۵ଵ and ۱௕; the stiffness matrix 
۹ଵ includes ۹௦ and ۹௕. 
A2. External force vectors 
(1) Unbalance force: 
۴௨௡௕ = ൦
݉௘߱ଶ݁cosሺ߱ݐ − ߮௘ሻ
0
݉௘߱ଶ݁sinሺ߱ݐ − ߮௘ሻ
0
൪, 
where ݉௘ is eccentric mass; ݁ is eccentricity; ߮௘ is initial phase. 
(2) Rub force: 
۴௥௨௕ =
ۏ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ێ
ۍቐ−
݇௥௨௕ሺݑ − ݁௥௨௕ሻ
ݑ ሺݔ − ߤ௥௨௕ݕሻ, ݑ ≥ ݁௥௨௕,
0, ݑ < ݁௥௨௕,
0
ቐ−
݇௥௨௕ሺݑ − ݁௥௨௕ሻ
ݑ ሺߤ௥௨௕ݔ + ݕሻ, ݑ ≥ ݁௥௨௕,
0, ݑ < ݁௥௨௕,
0 ے
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ۑ
ې
, 
where ݇௥௨௕ is rub stiffness; ݑ = ඥݔଶ + ݕଶ, ݁௥௨௕ is rub clearance; ߤ௥௨௕ is coefficient of friction. 
A3. Newmark-Newton method 
Equation of motion of rotor system is given by: 
ۻܠሷ + ۱ܠሶ + ۹ܠ + ܎ሺܠሻ = ۴, 
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where ܎ሺܠሻ is nonlinear restoring force. 
The vibration equation of rotor system at time ݐ is given by: 
ۻܠሷ ௧ + ۱ܠሶ ௧ + ۹ܠ௧ + ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ = ۴௧. 
The vibration equation of rotor system at time ݐ + Δݐ is given by: 
ۻܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ + ۱ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ + ۹ܠ௧ା୼௧ + ܎ሺܠ௧ା୼௧ሻ = ۴௧ା୼௧. (A2)
If the ܎ is differentiable in the neighborhood of the ܠ, ܎ can be expanded with respect to ܠ by 
Taylor series: 
܎ሺܠ௧ା୼௧ሻ = ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ + ߲܎߲ܠ ቚܠ = ܠ௧ Δܠ +
1
2!
߲ଶ܎
߲ܠଶ ቚܠ = ܠ௧ Δܠ
ଶ + ⋯, (A3)
where Δܠ = ܠ௧ା୼௧ − ܠ௧ is the incremental displacement.  
Higher order terms beyond the second derivatives are neglected, then, the Eq. (A2) can be 
reduced to: 
܎ሺܠ௧ା୼௧ሻ = ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ + ۹௧் Δܠ, (A4)
where ۹௧் = డ܎డܠ ቚܠ = ܠ௧. 
Substituting the Eq. (A4) into the Eq. (A2), the original equation becomes an incremental 
equation: 
ۻܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ + ۱ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ + ۹ܠ௧ା୼௧ + ۹௧் Δܠ = ۴௧ା୼௧ − ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ. (A5)
Assuming that: 
ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ = ܠሶ ௧ + ሾሺ1 − ߜሻܠሷ ௧ + ߜܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ሿΔݐ,
ܠ௧ା୼௧ = ܠ௧ + ݔሶ ௧Δݐ + ൤൬12 − ߚ൰ ܠሷ
௧ + ߚܠሷ ௧ା୼௧൨ Δݐଶ, 
where ߜ ≥ 0.5, ߚ ≥ 0.25ሺ0.5 + ߜሻଶ. Then: 
ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ = 1ߚΔݐଶ ሺܠ
௧ା୼௧ − ܠ௧ሻ − 1ߚΔݐ ܠሶ
௧ − ൬ 12ߚ − 1൰ ܠሷ
௧,
ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ = ߜߚΔݐ ሺܠ
௧ା୼௧ − ܠ௧ሻ − ൬ߜߚ − 1൰ ܠሶ
௧ − ൬ ߜ2ߚ − 1൰ Δݐܠሷ
௧.
 (A6)
Assuming that: 
ܽ଴ =
1
ߚΔݐଶ ,     ܽଵ =
ߜ
ߚΔݐ ,     ܽଶ =
1
ߚΔݐ ,     ܽଷ =
1
2ߚ − 1,
ܽସ =
ߜ
ߚ − 1,     ܽହ = ൬
ߜ
2ߚ − 1൰ Δݐ,     ܽ଺ = ሺ1 − ߜሻΔݐ,     ܽ଻ = ߜΔݐ.
 (A7)
Substituting the Eq. (A7) into the Eq. (A6), the Eq. (A6) is rewritten as: 
ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽ଴Δܠ − ܽଶܠሶ ௧ − ܽଷܠሷ ௧,
ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽଵΔܠ − ܽସܠሶ ௧ − ܽହܠሷ ௧. (A8)
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Δܠሶ  and Δܠሷ  are written as: 
Δܠሶ = ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ − ܠሶ ௧ = ܽଵΔܠ − ሺܽସ + 1ሻݔሶ ௧ − ܽହܠሷ ௧,
Δܠሷ = ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ − ܠሷ ௧ = ܽ଴Δܠ − ܽଶܠሶ ௧ − ሺܽଷ + 1ሻܠሷ ௧. (A9)
Substituting the Eq. (A8) and (A9) into the incremental equation, the Eq. (A5) is rewritten as: 
ሾܽ଴ۻ + ܽଵ۱ + ሺ۹ + ۹௧் ሻሿΔܠ
= ۴௧ା୼௧ − ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ − ۹ܠ௧ + ۻሺܽଶܠሶ ௧ + ܽଷܠሷ ௧ሻ + ۱ሺܽସܠሶ ௧ + ܽହܠሷ ௧ሻ, (A10)
Assuming that: 
۹෡ ௧் = ܽ଴ۻ + ܽଵ۱ + ሺ۹ + ۹௧் ሻ,
۴෠௧ା୼௧ = ۴௧ା୼௧ − ܎ሺܠ௧ሻ − ۹ܠ௧ + ۻሺܽଶܠሶ ௧ + ܽଷܠሷ ௧ሻ + ۱ሺܽସܠሶ ௧ + ܽହܠሷ ௧ሻ. (A11)
Substituting the Eq. (A11) into the Eq. (A10), the Eq. (A10) is rewritten as: 
۹෡ ௧் Δܠ = ۴෠௧ା୼௧. (A12)
The converge criteria is defined by: 
ฮ   ሺ௜ሻ ߜܠฮ
‖   ሺ௜ሻ Δܠ௧ା୼௧‖. 
‖⋅‖ is the Euclidean norm. The iteration repeats until the above criterion is less than a tolerance. 
The brief procedures of iteration scheme are stated as follows [22]: 
Initialize ܠ, ܠሶ  and ܠሷ , solve for displacement increments Δܠ by the Eq. (A12). 
1. ݅ = ݅ + 1 
Calculate the (݅ − 1)th approximation ܠሷ , ܠሶ  and ܠ: 
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽ଴   ሺ௜ିଵሻ Δܠ − ܽଶܠሶ ௧ − ܽଷܠሷ ௧,
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽଵ   ሺ௜ିଵሻ Δܠ − ܽସܠሶ ௧ − ܽହܠሷ ௧,
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠ௧ା୼௧ =   ሺ௜ିଵሻ Δܠ + ܠ௧.
 
2. Calculate the   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۹෡ ௧்  and   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܎ሺܠ௧ା୼௧ሻ: 
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۹෡ ௧் = ܽ଴ۻ + ܽଵ۱ + ൫۹ +   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۹௧் ൯,
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܎ሺܠ௧ା୼௧ሻ = ܎൫   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠ௧ା୼௧൯.
 
3. Calculate the   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۴෠௧ା୼௧: 
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۴෠௧ା୼௧ = ۴௧ା୼௧ − ۻ   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ − ۱   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ − ۹   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠ௧ା୼௧ − ܎൫   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ܠ௧ା୼௧൯. 
4. Calculate the new displacement increment ߜܠ: 
  ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۹෡ ௧் ߜܠ =   ሺ௜ିଵሻ ۴෠௧ା୼௧. 
5. Calculate the new displacement increment Δܠ: 
  ሺ௜ሻ Δܠ =   ሺ௜ିଵሻ Δܠ + ߜܠ. 
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6. Check the convergence criteria. If no convergence, go to step 1; if convergence, then the ܠ, 
ܠሶ  and ܠሷ  at time ݐ + Δݐ are given by: 
ܠሷ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽ଴Δܠ − ܽଶܠሶ ௧ − ܽଷܠሷ ௧,
ܠሶ ௧ା୼௧ = ܽଵΔܠ − ܽସܠሶ ௧ − ܽହܠሷ ௧,
ܠ௧ା୼௧ = Δܠ + ܠ௧.
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